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Dear Friends
The Indian woman’s socio-economic positioning
has witnessed unprecedented changes over the
current millennia. From being conﬁned and
restricted to emerging as one of the most powerful
forces of fashion retail, the journey has indeed
been eventful. Yet, the dramatic changes that this
industry has been subjected to remains hitherto
unmapped.
We dedicate this issue to the Indian women’s
wear business. And while we map its size, growth,
challenges and trends we also showcase some
of the promising players in women’s wear today.
Contributing 38 percent to the total apparel
market of the country, this segment is fast moving
and is expected to be at par with the men’s wear
segment by 2020. Although the women’s wear
space is still largely dominated by unorganized
players, in recent times, many modern players of
national and international repute have entered the
market. As of 2015, the women’s wear market was
worth `1,02,358 crores (USD 17,059 million) and is
expected to grow at a CAGR slightly higher than
10 percent to reach `2,89,518 crores (USD 48,253
million) by 2025. Creating home grown women’s
wear brands of signiﬁcant scale has also been a
challenge and thus the emergence of players like
Biba, W, Rupa, Dollar Missy,1090F, Latin Quarters,
Deal Jeans, Swee, Global Desi, Amante, etc., who
we study should shed light onto the many possible
success mantras. Some very intriguing expert
interactions with Srikant Velu, President, Sangam

India Ltd., Rohit Gupta, General Manager, Rupa
Softline, and Richa Pania, Sales & Marketing
Director, Swee Shapewear, on the Indian innerwear
industry.
This issue is a precursor to our special project the
Women’s Lifestyle in India book, in which we will
trace the evolution and top trends in women’s wear
in greater detail, as well look at certain key fashion
categories and trace their evolution and prospects
in greater detail.
Along with the women’s wear section, the issue
also dedicates focus on the footwear industry
in India, that has evolved as a fashion and style
category from its erstwhile “just a basic need”
slant. The exhaustive study of the footwear
industry meticulously outlines the evolution,
market size, growth & segmentation, consumption
statistics, the newly emerging luxury footwear
market in India, as well as retail trends and
developments in the Indian footwear industry.
Also, in an exclusive interview, Paul Coxhill,
Global Chief Marketing Officer, WGSN shares
the fashion forecasting giant’s huge ambitions
for India and outlines how Indian fashion players
can beneﬁt from WGSN’s bouquet. We also look
at the recent makeover at Reliance Trends that is
drawing rave reviews. And lots more…
Happy reading.

Amitabh Taneja
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Unveiling All New ‘Trends’

MY THOUGHTS

Reliance Trends opens its 300th national
store and its recently launched new store
concept receives rave reviews. Images
BoF talks to Akhilesh Prasad, CEO,
Reliance Trends.

Changing Perspectives About
Lingerie In India
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Srikant Velu, Preseident, Sangam India
Ltd., delves deep into the industry and
the challenges it has been facing.
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LEADER TALK
BAGGIT: BEAUTY WITHOUT
CRUELTY
Baggit is all in the news. Founder Nina
Lekhi outlines the brand’s values and talks
about the booming Indian accessories

Innamorata
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Global Desi
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Event
IAF Hosts 32nd World Fashion
Convention
International Apparel Federation
(IAF) and Clothing Manufacturers’ Association of India (CMAI)
jointly organized the 32nd IAF World
Fashion Convention in Mumbai on
27-28 September, 2016, with a Special
Focus on India’s Apparel Sector.
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WOMEN’S
INNERWEAR_Q&A
Rupa Softline: Perfect
Concoction Of Quality & Style
Rohit Gupta, General Manager,
Rupa Softline, talks about the brand,
the emerging women’s innerwear
market and how global competition
is compelling indigenous brands to
streamline processes.
Pg No. 52

BRAND EXCELLENCE
Amanté: Spirited Sensual
Comfort
Premium women’s intimate wear brand,
Amanté embodies comfort, fashion,
sensuality and sophistication. Images
BoF bring you the fine details about the
brand’s functioning, collection and about
its future plans.
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Akhilesh Prasad, CEO, Reliance Trends and Tollywood actress Nusrat Jahan
inaugurating 300th Reliance Trends store in Kolkata.

Unveiling an all new

‘TRENDS’

A relative newcomer, Reliance Trends is hailed as India’s
largest and fastest growing fashion retailer. And now,
it has even more reasons to cheer! Trends has recently
opened its landmark 300th store in the country, while
its new store concept, launched some months ago, is
also receiving rave reviews.
By Namita Bhagat
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aunched in 2007, Reliance Trends is relatively a
newcomer in the India’s fashion retail market. Yet,
this apparel and accessories speciality retail chain
has leapfrogged other branded players to emerge as
the largest, most extensively distributed and the fastest
growing value fashion retailer in India. Raisons d’etre for
its incredible success are many: a wide product range,
quality at pocket-friendly prices, high service standards,
exceptional in-store experience, et al. In the nutshell,
the store is known for offering “fashion at great value”,
which resonates well with a large section of Indian
consumers and ensures a sizeable consumer base. Not to
forget, Trends is a part of Reliance Retail, the retail arm
of corporate behemoth Reliance Industries, and has a
solid backing!
Just a few days ago, Reliance Trends had launched its
landmark 300th store. Situated at Kolkata’s renowned
Park Street area, the new store stands tall as a mark of
its market leadership. Reliance Trends CEO Akhilesh
Prasad states, “It has been a fascinating retail journey
for Reliance Trends ever since we opened our ﬁrst store.
With a robust merchandising and sourcing set-up, we
envisioned for our consumers an elevating experience
for all their fashion needs.”
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Changing Perspectives About

LINGERIE
IN INDIA

Indian women‘s innerwear is a huge potential market and is yet to
be explored and penetrated to reach its zenith. Lingerie shopping
is still a hush-hush matter and has a number of social stigmas
attached to it. Though, historically, lingerie can be traced back to
3000 BC, it still has a long way to go. Srikant Velu, Preseident,
Sangam India Ltd., delves deep into the industry and the challenges
it has been facing.

Yes, days have changed or rather
changing. More advertisements,
better communication, displays, retail
showrooms, malls, internet, discussions,
blogs and growing independent women,
better buying power, decision makers, are
changing the buying habits of women in
India but still, there is a long way to go.
The sheer analysis that lingerie is sold
more on e-commerce platforms and most
women feel comfortable buying there,
supports the contention. An innerwear
salesperson from a prominent store at
Dadar in Mumbai, told me once, “I have
to ask and inquire around ten times to my
customer and then she opens up; she is
reluctant to talk freely on what she wants.
We want customer satisfaction, and so we
want to understand them better.”

Though, historically, lingerie can be
tracked to 3000 BC in Egypt, but still in
spite of such long history, it still has a
long way to go. The reasons attribute to
lack of freedom given to the garment.
The word “lingerie” comes from an old
French word “LINGE” which means
linen, and in ancient times, the mention
of the word lingerie was considered
scandalous. In fact, in the olden times,
the usage of corsets on teenage girls
was to ﬂatten their bust line.
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I recall, sometime back, when I went to
a newly opened international lingerie
brand store at one of the leading malls,
the store executive told me that the
women require too much privacy while
buying intimate wear and that they
even request their male companions to
be away from the buying area to allow
women to browse and discuss freely
with the women salesperson. Such is the
lingerie buying scenario in our country.
However, my daughter ﬁnally did open
up but with a complaint, that except for
the last two years, where she has the
freedom of roaming around the malls,
choosing her own lingerie from the
colourful selection, trying and feeling and
discussing with the store staff, she had
to accept whatever was provided by her

mother from a local cosmetic store owned
by her. Her mother used to decide her
size without asking her. She was always
given a selection of dull basic colours –
black, skin colour or white. No style , no
colours, shape or fashion. This routine
was followed every two to three months.
She gave a blunt statement, “Now I realize
that it’s my body, my own, and only I have
the right to decide and govern it.”
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W

hen I decided to write this
article, I thought my best
guide would be my daughter,
who is from the Mass Media fraternity
and a buyer from this generation and can
provide me with more deeper insights.
To my surprise, she was most reluctant
to talk to me on the subject. Lingerie is
still a hush- hush matter, not to be openly
discussed even between mother and
daughters, forget fathers.
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WOMEN’S INNERWEAR_Q&A
SWEE SHAPEWEAR: FLAUNT
YOUR CURVES

Swee Shapewear provides instant
sliming solutions for women, and helps
them ﬂaunt their curves with elan. Richa
Pania, Sales & Marketing Director, Swee
Shapewear, speaks on shapewear and the
brand’s success mantra.

LEAD STORY

The Women’s Wear Market In India
The emergence of new jobs, new avenues,
new ways of earning and spending, and
increased awareness has lead to dramatic and
unmapped changes to women’s wear industry
in India. We take a look at the emerging
category that promises immense opportunity
for brands and retailers alike.
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64 109°F & Fusion Beats
66 Biba
68 Chemistry
70 Deal
72 Desi Belle
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WOMEN’S LEGGINGS
DOLLAR MISSY

Dollar Missy, from the house of Dollar
Industries, offers leggings made from 95/5
four-way stretch fabric.

Footwear Global Player

The (B)ASICS Of Success

81 Monte Carlo
82 NOI

Global sportswear brand ASICS which
has been present in India since 2010 via
distribution route, has started establishing
its exclusive stores as well. Rajat Khurana,
Executive Director, ASICS India, talks to team
Images BoF.
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Footwear Power Brand
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MADE TO LAST

86 Spykar
88 Study By Janak
90 Vamas
91 Vami
92 W

Footwear Brand_Q&A

Young, Edgy And Chic
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India is one of the largest global footwear
manufacturing hubs. But for Indian footwear
to truly boom it will need favourable
government policies, sound infrastructure,
appropriate taxation, and technology
upgradation. An overview.

76 Juelle

80 Mohey
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Stepping Into A Bigger, Better
Future!!

75 Indian Ink

79 Latin Quarters

SSIPL Group’s “Sports Station” has already
grown into a chain of 60 stores spanning
36 Indian cities in a span of just 10 months.
Pooja K. Sood, AVP – Multi-brand Business,
SSIPL Group, discloses its success mantras
and future plans.

Lead Feature
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78 Kazari

On A Firm Footing

Trésmode is renowned for its ‘urban chic’
footwear with European aesthetics. Images
BoF caught up with Kapil Mahtani, Chief
Executive Officer, Trésmode India, to know
more about the brand and its business.

74 Flacon Jeans

77 Juniper

Footwear Rising Star

Woodland has created a very strong
niche for itself through its extensive line of
footwear, performance apparel and outdoor
gear. Harkirat Singh, Managing Director,
Woodland, talks in detail.
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Footwear Brand Profiles
124 Alberto Torresi
126 Duke
128 Hats Off Accessories
129 Intoto
130 Liberty
131 Lotto
132 M&B
133 Metro
134 Mochi
135 Oceedee
136 Rosso Brunello
Footwear Trends

Trends: Put Your Best Foot
Forward!

Today, there are varied styles available
in footwear segment catering to different
age groups. We talk to industry veterans
who give a sneak peak of what to expect in
colours, shapes and designs in this season
in footwear.
Pg No. 140
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BEATS
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aunched by Creative Lifestyle Pvt. Ltd., 109°F is a new age fashion
brand that brings ﬁnely crafted designs for the urban Indian
woman. Known for designing International fashion wear with Indian
sensibilities, the brand showcases it’s collections in 2 seasons every year.
Founded in 1973, Creative Group, one of India’s leading exporters, realized
its ability and versatility of offering creatively designed women’s wear
in 2006 and later introduced 109°F followed by Fusion Beats in March,
2012. Fusion Beats is a women’s wear brand which amalgamates ethnic
and western wear for the woman who is urban as well as traditional. The
company also launched another brand, O2xygen in Autumn/ Winter, 2012.
Target Consumer:
The brand 109°F targets urban women in the age group of 24- 25 years. The
consumers of 109°F are cosmopolitan women with a bold and carefree view
of the world and are aware of the global trends and want to look fresh and
beautiful. They are urban-minded, have an active social life and are always
conﬁdent of their style. On the other side, Fusion Beats caters to women who
are urban yet traditional.
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India is one of the largest footwear
manufacturing hubs supplying to brands in Italy,
and UK. But for the Indian footwear to explode
and deliver, favorable government policies, sound
infrastructure, appropriate taxation, technology
upgradation, etc., are the need of the hour.
Shivam Gautom with inputs from Parama Sen.
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FASHION CREATION
Expert Talk

WGSN AIMS TO ‘SET
TRENDS’ IN INDIAN MARKETS WITH INCREASED
LOCAL CONTENT

TEXPROCIL CELEBRATES ITS
EXPORTERS WITH ANNUAL
EXPORT AWARDS
The Cotton Textiles Export Promotion
Council or Texprocil celebrated the
achievements of its member exporters at
its annual Export Award Function held
in Mumbai on 21st Oct.
Pg No. 154

Yarns
RAYSIL LAUNCHES ITS TEXTILE
VALUE CHAIN PARTNERSHIP
FORUM- RACE
Indian Rayon recently launched there
textile value chain partnership forum in
Surat (Gujarat) on 25th October, 2016.
Pg No. 158

Trends

WGSN dives deep into South Asian
markets with increased local content.
Paul Coxhill, Global Chief Marketing
Officer, WGSN, explains its modus
operadi and services to Team Images
BoF and also its future plans in India.

LUXE MEETS LOCAL:
WESTERN WEAR TRENDS
FOR WOMEN
It is the season of blurring social
boundaries in fashion. For this season‘s
women’s wear trends, blend ideas and
mix crafts. We bring you the latest trends
in women’s wear that will rule.
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Event

COTTON USA VOUCHES
FOR THE GROWTH &
FUTURE OF COTTON
Cotton Council International organized
a seminar in Mumbai, and offered useful
insights on the present scenario of cotton
and cotton textile industry in India.
Pg No. 152

Trends
Ramp Watch

PUNE FASHION WEEK 2016:
GLITTERS FOR A CAUSE
The sixth edition of the spectacular Pune
Fashion Week (PFW), 2016, presented an
outstanding show in the city from 23-25
September.
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INDIAN TALES:
ETHNO-WEAR TRENDS FOR
WOMEN
Thanks to evolving trends in colours, cuts,
patterns or designs, keeping up with the
fashion police can be exhausting. When it
comes to Indian wear, the clever thing to
do is to keep in mind the broad elements
and own a couple of key pieces. This and
many more trends.
Pg No. 164

Cotton USA
vouches for

the growth & future of cotton

Cotton Council International
organized a seminar on
September 29th in Mumbai, and
offered useful insights on the
present scenario of cotton and
cotton textile industry in India.

C

otton USA aims for absolute purity, and consistently brings excellent
quality and responsibility to the world of cotton. Excellent quality comes
from persistence and the latest technology that US cotton farmers use to
bring out the best in nature. Cotton USA works with select manufacturers in the
world to ensure that consumers get a quality product which is in sync with their
brand. Bruce Atherley, Executive Director, Cotton Council International, presented
how the Cotton USA team is dedicated in promoting cotton worldwide.
India is considered as a spinners’ hub, with close to 52 million spindles and
capacity to produce 4.7 million tons of spun yarns. To give an expert perspective
and to connect the theme of the seminar, B.K. Patodia, Chairman, GTN Textiles
Group addressed the session.
New channels like e-commerce are gaining momentum and cotton products are
finding the appropriate channels to reach its consumers. Ashish Jhalani, Founder
Member, E-tailing India, presented a session on e-commerce and Indian fashion.
In apparel and home fashion, quality begins with the fiber. It takes a premium
fibre to make a luxury product. Supima, often known as “Cashmere of Cotton,” is
a special extra-long staple fibre grown in the US, known for its softness, strength,
brilliance and lasting colours. Marc Lewkowitz, President and CEO, Supima,
provided an update on his organization’s programs, as well as a preview of the
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